In this article, after introducing fuzzy-dual numbers, functions and functionals, the optimization of a fuzy-dual functional is considered through an extension of Euler's condition. Then, once uncertainty is imbedded in a fuzzy-dual dynamical system, the optimization of such systems is considered, leading to an extended Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation to characterize optimal fuzzy-dual solutions.
Introduction
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJB in abbreviation) [1] results from the dynamic programming principle established by Richard Bellman [2] in the fifties to solve sequential optimization problems. This equation which generalizes previous results in classical mechanics by William Hamilton and Carl Gustav Jacobi, is usually called Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation in recognition of the complementary contributions of these three major scientists. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation has played an important role in the understanding of the conditions for the optimal operation of dynamical systems. Historically applied first in engineering and then in other fields of applied mathematics, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation has become an important tool to solve decision problems in economics and finance.
In many situations, real systems are submitted to perturbations which are not completely known, generating uncertainty in their future performance when solutions computed from nominal values are applied. Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to cope with this class of difficulty. A first approach has been to perform around the nominal optimal solution numerical post optimization sensibility analysis. When some probabilistic information is available, stochastic optimization techniques [3] may provide the most expected optimal solution. In that case the stochastic version of the Bellman's principle resulting in the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation allows to choose the values of the decision variables so that the probabilistic mean value of a performance index is optimized [4] . The fuzzy formalism has been also considered in this case as an intermediate approach to represent the parameter uncertainties and provide fuzzy solutions [5] . These different approaches result in general in the adoption of unrealistic assumptions as well as in a very large amount of computation which turns them practically unfeasible. In [6] a new formalism based on fuzzy-dual numbers has been proposed to diminish the computational burden when dealing with uncertainty in mathematical programming problems.
In this paper a similar approach is developed to cope with fuzzy optimization of continuous dynamical systems. First a connection is established between dual numbers encountered in the design and analysis of kinematics for mechanical systems [7] and triangular fuzzy numbers, i.e, real intervals for which total orders can be adopted. Then fuzzy-dual functions, fuzzy-dual functionals and fuzzy-dual differential equations are introduced. Then, following the variational calculus approach, necessary conditions for the extremum of fuzzy-dual differential functionals, the Euler's equations for fuzzy-dual optimization, are established. The next step then is to traduce the Bellman's principle of optimality into the fuzzy-dual framework and to develop the corresponding fuzzy-dual version of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
FUZZY DUAL NUMBERS

Dual numbers and Fuzzy-Dual Numbers
The set of dual numbers : is the set of R 2 with specific addition (+) and multiplication ( ) laws given by:
The set : has a structure of unity commutative ring with respect to these two laws. Its unitary element is (1, 0 
Then the set of fuzzy-dual numbers can be seen as the set : of dual numbers of the form
where a is the primal part and b is the dual part of the fuzzy dual number. Here a is its mean value, the most probable of the fuzzy number according to its triangular membership function, while b 2 is the size of its basis or uncertainty interval. A crisp fuzzy-dual number is such as b is equal to zero.
Fuzzy-Dual Orders
When considering optimization problems we will be naturally led to compare numbers, here fuzzy-dual numbers, and the above definition provides different ways to compare them according to what is pursued through the optimization. Different weak total orders can be defined over : , one is relative to the mean value of the fuzzy-dual number, the mean order is such as:
H H (6) others are relative to their extreme values. The minimal order is such as:
while the maximal order is such as:
These total orders are weak in the sense that they do not allow to compare completely two fuzzy-dual numbers and another total order may be added with respect to the degree of uncertainty:
A strong partial order can be defined over : for fuzzy-dual numbers:
In that case, these two numbers are non-overlapping, while in general comparing accurately close solutions will lead to overlapping fuzzy-dual numbers.
FUZZY-DUAL FUNCTIONS
Differentiability of a Dual Function
A function f of a dual variable y x H is such as:
where I and \ are two functions of the real variables x and y.
This function has a limit equal to 2 
Then q p H is the value of the derivative of f at 
is the derivative function of f over :. We can write also:
and comparing with (12), it appears that: 
where ) (x T is a real valued function.
Fuzzy-Dual Functions
When this last function is zero, we will say that f is a fuzzy-dual function and we will write:
Observe that this expression recalls a first order approximation of Figure 1 proposes a view of a fuzzy-dual function where the fuzzy-dual input is related with the fuzzy-dual output of the considered function. Observe that the partial derivative of a fuzzy-dual function is a fuzzy dual function:
Relation (18) can be generalized to a fuzzy-dual function f of n dual variables
4 Fuzzy-dual minimum of a functional
Minimum of a Fuzzy Dual Functional
Consider now a fuzzy-dual functional given by:
where f is a fuzzy-dual function of x(t) and y(t) while x and y are real valued functions of time, both at least of class C 2 . Since the values of the considered fuzzy-dual functions f can be parametrized over [0, 1] by the left and right functions of its α-sets which are continuous, integrability of fuzzy-dual function f is guaranteed [9] . For given functions x and y, from (16) we write J as a fuzzy dual number: 
and is defined by:
where dt
and dt
Fuzzy-Dual Variation of a Functional
The increment of J defined in (21) and resulting from deviations x ' and y ' is such as:
The fuzzy-dual variation J G is finally given by the first order terms of J ' [10] :
and
Fuzzy-Dual Euler Equation
Here we suppose that like it happens very frequently with physical systems, the level of uncertainty evolves from an initial level according to time and to the value of x(t), so that we have:
where g is supposed to be at least of class C 2 with respect to x and t. The fuzzy-dual variation of J is now given by:
Then it is possible to write:
Then adopting the assumptions that deviations at times t0 and tf, are zero, we get:
In that case, equations (35) and (36) are replaced by: 
Dynamics of Fuzzy-Dual Systems
Here it is considered that the state dynamics of the process are given by:
where a represents a fuzzy-dual function which is at least of class C 2 with respect to z and u where z is a fuzzy-dual variable. They are such as:
where x represents the nominal value of the system state while y represents, through a fuzzy-dual vector, the half span of the uncertainty on the state, u is the control vector which is supposed to be known when applied to the process. 
while the initial conditions are given by x0 and y0. It is considered here that the uncertainty about the future value of x originates in its initial value and the dynamics of the process. Then it is assumed a low level of knowledge with respect to the uncertainty relative to the initial state value by adopting fuzzy-dual numbers associated to real intervals. In the case in which the systems dynamics are linear and given by:
The dynamics of the uncertainty over the state will be independent of the state and the input: y A y
In the nonlinear case, the uncertainty will be a function of the state. For example, consider:
7 Fuzzy-Dual Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
Fuzzy dual Bellman's principle
It is supposed here that times t0 and tf are given and the initial and final conditions are such as:
It is supposed that v is given over the interval [t0, tf], while the optimization criterion is such as:
with (44), (45) and (46).
Its fuzzy -dual optimal value for t d tf is such as:
, ( (56) The Bellman's optimality principle can be written in this framework as:
Fuzzy dual HJB equation A first order development of the term :
(61) and for a small 't: 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the following optimization problem: It is easy to show [10] that its solution is such as:
So that the optimal behavior of the system is given by: 
CONCLUSION
In this paper a new approach is developed to cope with uncertain optimal control problems. First a connection has been established between dual numbers encountered in the design and analysis of kinematics for mechanical systems and triangular fuzzy numbers for which different total orders have been considered. Fuzzy-dual functions, fuzzy-dual functionals and fuzzy-dual differential equations have been introduced, leading to the formulation of fuzzy-dual optimal control problems. Adopting first a variational approach, fuzzy-dual Euler's necessary condition has been established, then the introduction of the fuzzy-dual Bellman's optimality principle leads to the establishment of a fuzzy-dual Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation characterizing fuzzy-dual optimal solutions. The developed approach, by handling fuzzy-dual numbers presenting only two parameters limits the computational burden associated with fuzzy optimal control problems and allows to treat large uncertain optimal control problems.
